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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background and Setting 

Agriscience teachers in Texas place a great deal of emphasis on agriculture 

programs which are primarily geared toward livestock (Kieth, 1997). This emphasis has 

been promoted through the drive of continued competition and participation in over seven 

major stock shows that stem from the many local and county fairs each year. It is 

compounded by the large size of the state and the overwhelming number of schools that 

participate annually. Conversely, agricultural education teachers in New Mexico place a 

major emphasis on FFA leadership development (Dormody & Seevers, 1994). By 

comparison, preservice needs of Texas and New Mexico educators in agriscience may be 

enriched with enhanced student learning and experience. 

The interest in leadership skiUs from New Mexico agriscience teachers may be due 

to the potential of continued success of students (Dormody & Seevers, 1994). By 

perfecting their leadership skUls, students enrolled in agriscience programs have continued 

to enjoy success through community leadership. Townsend and Carter (1983) stated "In 

Iowa, participants in FFA chapter banquets, chapter awards, Chapter Farmer degree 

programs, chapter offices, chapter speech activities, chapter fund raising, chapter 

improvement projects, junior offices, leadership camps, national convention, proficiency 

awards, or state convention had higher perceptions of their leadership skiUs than non-

participants"(p.21). It is possible that New Mexico Agriscience teachers put leadership 

skUls at a higher precedence because of the future value to not only the students, but to the 

communities as well. 

By comparing the emphasis of curriculum of Texas agriscience teachers to that of 

the New Mexico agricultural education teachers, successful developments in the agriscience 

field for botli states may be benefited by incoiporating the strengths of both states. In the 
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cases where students in Texas venture into careers that demand strong leadership abihties, 

incorporation of New Mexico teaching strategies and strengths in leadership may be 

employed to created easier transitions to that particular agriculuiral environment. In cases 

where New Mexico students wish to study areas of livestock production, related Texas 

Agriscience techniques may be successfully employed to promote positive influences m 

order to build these careers and provide stronger educational activities. 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study was to determine needs of preservice agricultural 

education teachers at Texas Tech University. These needs wUl be used to determine any 

curriculum/training deficiencies that should be addressed by teacher education departments. 

A secondary puipose was to determine if any differences exist between the 

inservice/preservice needs of Texas agriscience teachers and agricultural education teachers 

in New Mexico. These needs could be used to modify the curriculum or advising of future 

agriculture teachers being trained at Texas Tech University. 

Objectives 

The specific objectives of this study were to: 

1. Describe agricultural education and agriscience teachers in West Texas and 

New Mexico based on important demographic variables as indicated by the 

review of literature; 

2. Detei-mine preservice needs of Areas I and 11 for Texas agriculture science 

teachers and New Mexico agricultural education science teachers. 



Definition of Terms 

For the purposes of this study, the following terms were to be defined as follows: 

1. Agricultural science teacher - A teacher of secondary agriculture in the state 

of Texas. 

2. Agricultural education teacher - A teacher of secondary agriculture in the 

state of New Mexico. 

3. Preservice education- educational training received by professional 

agriculture personnel who have not received bachelors degrees and / or 

teacher certification. 

4. West Texas - a geographic area covering Areas I and II of the Texas 

agricultural education system. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study is limited to the population of secondary agricultural sciences teacher in 

Areas 1 and II of Texas, and agricultural education teachers in New Mexico. It is possible 

that teachers at Texas Tech University are being prepared for positions outside of these 

areas. 

Basic Assumptions 

The sample generated for this study was representative of secondary agricultural 

sciences instructors in Areas 1 and II of Texas and agricultural education teachers in New 

Mexico. 

A major assumption of this study was that all persons surveyed answered all the 

items on the questionnaire truthfully and to the best of their abihty. Also, it was assumed 

that survey items reflect needs areas for potential agriscience teachers graduating from 

Texas Tech University. 



Significance of the Study 

It is important to detemiine the needs of preservice agricultural education teachers at 

Texas Tech University. These needs should be used to determine any curriculum/education 

deficiencies that should be addressed by teacher education departments. Faculty at Texas 

Tech University should consider the findings from this study when planning preservice as 

weU as inservice activities. Results, conclusions and recommendations of this study wiU 

be useful to teacher educators in Texas and New Mexico in them efforts to increase 

agricultural awai'eness in agriculture education. It is possible that agricultural teachers in 

New Mexico require different educational requirements in order to attain success than do 

teachers in West Texas. If this is so, it might be necessary to consider a different 

university agricultural education curriculum for those who intend to teach agricultural 

education in New Mexico. Such a cumculum could fit within the present interdisciphnary 

agricultural degree plan. The plan could then be presented to students during advisement 

sessions. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LFTERATURE 

The theoretical framework for this study has been acquked from a review of 

relevant literature. This review is intended to outline the hnportance of preservice needs m 

Areas I and II in Texas and the state of New Mexico. 

A study by Gai'ton and Chung (1996), sought to identify and prioritize the service 

needs of beginning agricultural teachers in Missouri. The target population for the study 

consisted of the beginning agricultural teachers in Missouri during the 1994-1995 academic 

year and members of the Joint State Staff in Agricultural Education. Because census 

populations were used, sampling procedures were not utilized. Therefore, generahzabihty 

of the results was limited to the populations of the study. An instmment using the Borich 

needs assessment model was developed regarding 50 professional competencies. Graduate 

associates, teacher educators, and state supervisors assessed the instmment for content 

validity. Using a five-point Likert scale, the respondents were asked to rate the perceived 

competency level of beginning teachers. An overall response rate of 76% of beginning 

agriculture teachers prefen-ed receiving them inservice education through workshops 

ranging from two to three hours in length. Also, 76% preferred to receive their inservice 

education tlirough the summer vocational teacher conference. Fifty-six percent preferred 

participating in district inservice courses and 62% preferred having the opportunity to 

receive graduate credit for inservice courses. 

As supported by conclusions of previous research, completing reports for state 

and local administrators was the greatest need found (HUlson,1977; Claycomb & Petty, 

1983). When compared to areas of instruction, program and administration planning, 

program development and evaluations, the aspects of technical knowledge and skUls ranked 

lower in priority for seivicc. However, many beginning teachers claimed to lack the 

necessary technical knowledge and skills to be successful agriculture teachers. Further 
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findings of this study suggest that inservice should focus on areas such as program 

development and evaluation, enhancing instmction, and program administration. 

Supei-yised Agriculture Experience Programs (SAEP) 

Dyer and Osborne (1995) stated that the primary objective of their mvestigation was 

to synthesize research related to participation in supervised agriculture experience 

programs. Fifty-eight percent of the agriculture departments in Areas I and n in Texas 

reported that every student participated in a SAE program (Harris & Newcomb, 1985). 

Research found that the problem of SAE participation was primarily descriptive and non-

pragmatic. These programs, in parallel with curricular changes, lack definition, direction, 

and focus. They have changed from production-oriented programs to one more widely 

varying in scope and agricultural focus. While participation varies from state to state, all 

parties involved must be committed to success for SAE programs to be effective. 

Beginning teachers conducting SAE programs place them as a high priority. Consequentiy 

the attitudes of these teachers as well as their expectations, strongly intluence the SAE 

programs. 

A study conducted by Swortzel (1996) was done to describe perceptions of 

Tennessee agricultural teachers involved in planning activities and the supervision strategies 

used with SAE programs. The study used all Tennessee agricultural teachers who had 

been teaching for at least one year before the beginning of the 1993-1994 school year. The 

Tennessee State Department of Education provided an updated list of names. Data were 

collected by mailed questionnaires. The preliminary pilot test showed Cronbach's alpha 

coefficients of .87 for the Likert-type scale on planning activities from the 10 item scale; 

from the fifteen item scale, .80 for supervision strategies was shown. The final response 

rate was 71.3 % after two more questionnaire mailings. The findings noted that Tennessee 

Agricultural teachers should not only be involved in helping students plan their SAE 

programs, but as a part of their extended conti-act, they should also supervise students' 
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SAE programs during the summer. The study also revealed more positive perceptions 

from those agriculture teachers who subscribed to The Agriculnire Education Magazine and 

who counted students' SAE programs as part of their grades than from whose who did not. 

Eulinger (1995) stated that changes in agriculture education must always continue to 

include the three necessaiy components of the field: classroom instmction, supervised 

agricultural experience, and leadership development. Eulinger explained that the days of 

teaching secondary students only to be farmers is long since past and was replaced with 

"bottle biology." SAE programs have changed to have more of a school oriented or 

business/industry oriented bases. Places like the Litton Agri-Science Learning Center in 

Clihicothe, Missouri have provided better opportunities for students to have SAE 

programs. These facilities include indoor and outdoor classrooms, livestock facilities, 

science laboratories, lakes, walking trails, crop identification plots, amphitheaters and 

more. Eulinger states that facilities such as the ones described enrich agriscience learning. 

The study done by Cheek, Anington, Carter and Randel (1994) investigated the 

relationship between supervised agriculture experience program scope and student 

achievement in agriscience. The tenth through twelfth grades in agricultural education 

courses were included in the study. As per the preliminary research hypothesis, the 

relationship between student achievement scores and student SAE participation was 

positive. There was also a positive relationship between achievement scores and other 

independent variables such as FFA involvement, student interest in agriculture, 

socioeconomic status, and the amount of years enrolled in Agriscience. 

FFA and Related Activities 

Vocahonal Agriculture is a driving force behind many students (Stockton, 

Dillingham, Cepica, & Eggenberger, 1988). Activities such as leadership contests help 

students to develop abilities taught in few other public school subjects. Personal leadership 

development has been credited to the FFA organization by Secretaries of Agriculture, 
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Presidents of leading American coiporations. Legislators, and former Presidents of the 

United States. Competition in the FFA has been considered worthwhile and educational 

(Reneau & Roider, 1986). 

DeteiTnining the predictors of youth leadership life skUls development among FFA 

members from 1992-1993 in Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico was the purpose of a 

study done by Dormody and Seevers (1994). State Departments of Education from the 

three states obtained FFA membership rosters for the 1992-1993 school year. For the 

descriptive survey used in this study, a random sample of FFA members from each state in 

the study was generated. Two faculty members in vocational education, two state 

Cooperative Extension Service administrators, a faculty member in education 

administration, and two faculty members in research methods and statistics assessed the 

instrument and a parallel instrument for content validity. The Youth Leadership Life Skills 

Development Scale was used to measure youth leadership life skills development and 

pai'ticipation in FFA leadership activities. To increase the response rate, incentives were 

sent with three maU surveys. There was a 67% response rate. Youth leadership life skUls 

development had a positive relationship with achievement expectancy (Dormody & 

Seevers, 1994). This explained almost 14 percent of the variance in Youth Leadership Life 

Skills Development Scale scores(YLLSDS). The other 2.3 percent of the variance in 

YLLSDS scores was explained by the fact that participation in FFA leadership activities had 

a weak positive relationship with youth leadership life skills development. The focus 

should be on challenging activities that balance cooperation and satisfying FFA members' 

achievement motives when developing FFA leadership activities. 

Blakely et al. (1993) sought to find the value of FFA contests and awards and 

compare those values to those held by adults. The objectives were to determine variables 

which effect decisions to enroll in agricultural education classes; connections between 

enrollment participation in contests and awards; relationships between school drop-out and 

contests and awards; barriers to participation in the contests and awards programs; and the 
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relationship of competition and cooperation and the value of recognition. Quantitative 

research was conducted by mail and telephone interviews. A random sample of 1,680 FFA 

members, advisers, parents, administrators, and state staff was used in tiiis study. Seven 

hundred seventy-three surveys were completed by mail and 114 were completed by 

telephone. An overall response rate of 52% was achieved. Statement values ranged from 1 

( not important) to 10 ( very important). A priori decision set the mean acceptance value 

5.5 ( somewhat important). The confidence value was set a priori at g > .10. An ANOVA 

was used to detcnxiine if significant differences occurred within or between groups. 

Differences within student subgroups were examined based on gender, minority or non-

minority, and whether they were from faiTn/ranch, rural non-farm, or urban/suburban 

background. Items which provided multiple responses were reported as a percentages. 

Chi-square analyses were used to determine if significant relationships occurred within 

groups. The researchers made conclusions and recommend that significant differences 

occurred among students and adults. Results indicated that all groups generally valued the 

contributions of contest and awards as a tool to enhance achievement and encourage 

participation. Students enrolled in agricultural education because they valued cooperative 

learning about broad careers and recognized their relationship between enrollment and 

participation in FFA contest and awards. A positive relationship between staying in school 

and active participation in contests and awards was recognized by students. Teamwork and 

cooperation were valued by both students and adults. 

Competency at the Preservice and Inservice Levels 

Neason (1996) reported on agriscience teacher inservice needs for the state of 

Louisiana. Neason stated, " For the new curticula to be successfully implemented, 

teachers must have adequate knowledge and skiUs to teach the revised curricula" (p. 312). 

The population consisted of 226 agriscience teachers with a two-part instmment used to ask 

teachers about demographics, time schedules, and types of presenters they had in them 
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inservice program. They rated their level of knowledge and skill pertaining to the basic and 

advanced program of agricultural sciences in Louisiana. The content validity was checked 

by a committee and two agriculture education teachers. The internal consistency of the 

topic scales was measured by Cronbach's alpha. Topic scales had an alpha level of 0.87 or 

better. This suggests that universities should play a large role in inservice programs used 

to increase skills and knowledge. 

Mundt, Stenbcr-Nichols and Wright (1994) sought to identify reahstic 

competencies for beginning agriculture teachers. The researchers were looking to find 

certain competencies and qualities that first year agriculture teachers should possess in 

order to survive in the long run. The population for the study was divided into two groups 

which consisted of 54 agriculture teachers and 52 principals from 12 of the Westem States. 

The participants responded to a Likert-type scale with a value of 1 to 4 with 1 being the 

lowest value and 4 as the highest. The researchers found that teachers ranked instmction 

4th out of a list of 12 competencies. The authors stated, "As a new teacher enters the 

profession those involved with the training and supervision of teachers must be reasonable 

in their expectation of the first year agriculture teacher" (p. 105). 

Baker and MaUe (1994) sought to find differences between preservice teachers and 

undergraduate majors in a post-baccalaureate credential program regarding their knowledge 

of agriculture. The population for the study consisted of 130 students completing the 

credential program at California State Polytechnic University between 1976 and 1992. The 

study used a two part survey which consisted of asking participants to respond to questions 

that were based on a 5-point Likert-type scale and the Content Area Performance 

Assessment in Agriculture (CAPA). The instrument's reliabUity was established by the use 

of Cronbach's alpha coefficient of reliabihty witii a range of alpha = .70 to alpha = .75. 

The researchers found that preservice teachers scored the highest on the agriculture and 

society and poorest on die agriculture mechanics portion of the CAPA test. The researchers 
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recommend that teacher educators should work more closely with faculty in die areas of 

agricultural engineering, agricultural biology, international agriculture, and soil sciences. 

Competition 

Franken and Brown (1994), contended that people select competitive activities for 

several reasons, one being the desire to win. Research shows that children do not 

necessarily define winning the way adults do. Adults define winning as success and losing 

as failure. Children tend to define success as doing one's best or improving performance 

(Weiss, 1989). Although competition is not unique to the American society, k seems to be 

more prevalent in the United States because of the country's heritage, economy, and 

govemment (Rich & DeVitis, 1992). The researchers described the functions of 

competition as: (a) promoting the use of one's abUities; (b) leading to higher standards; (c) 

ensuring that benefits and burdens are more adequately allocated; (d) protecting the pubhc 

from unfair economic conditions and incompetent public officials; (e) developing better 

qualified educators; (f) promoting learning; and (g) stimulation advancements in science, 

education, and other fields. 

Goldman and McDemiott (1987) portray competition as a living being that is 

uncontrollable and operates without guidehnes or control measures. They conclude that we 

do not "do" competition; rather competition "does" us. 

Youth organizations have served American youth well for many years. The United 

States has many youth clubs, organizations, and associations which provide opportunities 

to interact and receive recognition. Youth clubs prepare members for adulthood in a 

competitive society (DeBord, 1990). Vocational student organizations provide such 

opportunities to high school students who are enroUed in vocational education programs. 

The largest of these student organizations is the National FFA Organization (Vaughn, 

Vaughn & Vaughn, 1993). 
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Johnson (1991) reported that FFA competitive contests complement classroom and 

laboratory instructions. "Team competition and classroom instruction come alive as 

students use their skills in a competitive setting" (National FFA Manual, P. 48). According 

to the National FFA Organization (1991), contests are "... designed to complement 

classroom knowledge in competitive situations. Each contest has been specially developed 

to test skills and knowledge of students in a particulai- area of agriculture" (p. 3). Smith 

and Kahler (1987) stated that competition will develop leadership potential of the 

participants by producing honesty, respect, consideration, and service to other individuals. 

They also reported that contests should help students recognize that competition is "... 

critical and essential to the competitive free enterprise system" (p. 47). 

Franken and Brown, (1994), noted that while some people are motivated to 

establish superiority, others are motivated to improve their performance. The findings also 

suggested that competition is a complex social phenomenon with the potential to enhance 

and undei-mine intrinsic motivation. 

Adult Education 

Donuody, Seevers, and Clason's study (1996) sought to describe the attitudes as 

well as the perceptions of secondary agricultural education teachers toward adult education 

organizations affiliated with their programs in the United States. The population of the 

study consisted of all secondary agricultural education teachers listed in the National 

Agricultural Educators Directory (Henrey, 1993). A proportional stratified random sample 

of 367 teachers was selected to be the study's participants. An overaU response rate of 

66.5% was achieved. Reliability coefficients, frequencies, means, standard deviations, 

and percentages were all used as statistical procedures. The researchers made conclusions 

and recommendations that agricultural education programs should be based on local needs. 

That teachers, teacher educators, and state supervisors collaborate to develop ways and 

means for secondary agricultural education teachers to meet goals through only one or two 
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adult organizations. Rather than duplicating efforts, secondary agricultural education 

teachers should have developed linkages through their adult organizations to continue 

education after graduation for those students remaining in the community. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

The puipose of this study was to determine needs of preservice agricultural 

education teachers at Texas Tech University. These needs wUl be used to determine any 

curriculum/training deficiencies that should be addressed by teacher education departments. 

A secondary puipose was to detei-mine if any differences exist between the 

inservice/preservice needs of Texas agriscience teachers and agricultural education teachers 

in New Mexico. These needs could be used to modify the curriculum or advising of future 

agriculture teachers being trained at Texas Tech University. 

The following objectives were developed to accomplish this purpose: 

1. Describe agricultural education and agriscience teachers in West Texas and 

New Mexico ba.sed on important demographic variables as indicated by the 

review of literature; 

2. Detemiine preservice needs of Areas I and II for Texas agriculture science 

teachers and New Mexico agricultural education science teachers. 

Design 

The design for the study was descriptive as described by Ary, Jacobs, and 

Razavieh (1994). In addition to collecting information regarding West Texas agriculture 

teachers and New Mexico education teachers, results were analyzed with groups of 

teachers by geographic region placed side-by-side. A mailed questionnaire was used to 

gather the data for the study. 
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Population and Sample 

The population for this study consisted of agricultural science teachers in Area I, 

and II in Texas and agricultural education teachers in New Mexico. Agriculture programs 

in Texas are divided into 10 geographical areas while New Mexico programs are divided 

into 5 districts. 

A total of 214 production agricultural science teachers were located within Areas I, 

and 11 in Texas. Also, 90 Agricultural Education teachers in New Mexico were included in 

this study. When combined, a total of 304 professional agriculture personnel represented 

the population in this research study. The population for this study was limited to the 

specified areas and districts due lo their proximity to Texas Tech University. Additionally, 

the Texas areas and New Mexico districts specified represent major geographic regions 

served by agriculture teachers with degrees from Texas Tech University. 

After sampling the teachers in both states, results indicated that 214 usable surveys 

were returned from West Texas and 60 were returned from New Mexico. This resulted in 

a response rate of 68.1%. 

Instrumentation 

The survey instrument used to collect data for the study consisted of a questionnaire 

designed to detei-mine the preservice needs a agriculture teachers. The questionnaire was 

developed by the researcher after reviewing the related hterature. Ary, Jacobs and 

Razavieh (1996) found that keeping a questionnaire as brief as possible wiU keep the 

respondent's time to a minimum. Infonnation was also gathered and utilized from the State 

Departments of Education of Texas and New Mexico. Restricted and non restricted items 

were developed to obtain data from the population. Restiicted questions were used to 

gather personal infonuation. Questions pertaining to impoitance of and participation in 

selected actisities were of the restricted and non-restricted type. The questionnaire were 

coded to identify non-respondents for foUow-up maihngs. The instrument (Appendix A) 
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measured 8.5" X 5.5" and consisted of five pages of questions, and a front and back 

cover. The instrument was printed in booklet foiTn on ivory cardstock and included a 

graphic of the stales of Texas and New Mexico with pictorial images of the agricultural 

industry in the region and was stapled along the spine. 

The instrument was reviewed for content vahdity and revised by a panel of experts 

consisting of faculty and graduate students from the Department of Agriculture Education & 

Communications at Texas Tech University. A pilot study was conducted with preservice 

teachers in the student teaching block at Texas Tech University. The results were evaluated 

and changes were made to improve the quality of the questionnaire. Rehability was tested 

using Cronbach's alpha. Rehability was deemed to be acceptable (alpha = .813). 

Collection of Data 

On April 1, 1997, an introductory letter (Appendix B), an instmment, and a postage 

paid retum envelope were sent to the sample of agricultural science and agricultural 

education instructors in West Texas and New Mexico. The letter explained the purposes 

and objectives of the study and asked the instructors addressed to participate. The letter 

was printed on Department of Agricultural Education and Communications letterhead and 

bore the original signatures of both the researcher and the researcher's committee 

chairperson. The letter and instrument were mailed in a 5"X9" envelope so that the 

questionnaire did not need to be folded. 

A reminder postcard (Appendix C) was mailed on AprU 11, 1997, to aU members 

of the sample group. This card served as the first fohow-up and reminded the respondents 

of the due date to return the questionnaire. This postcard was printed on ivory cardstock 

and included a graphic of the states of Texas and New Mexico with pictorial images of the 

agricultural industry in the region that served as a tieback to the study. This postcard 

required no action from the respondents. 
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A second questionnaire and introductoiy letter were sent to non-respondents on 

AprU 21, 1997. The questionnaire and introductory letter was identical to die first. The 

cover letter was again printed on Department of Agricultural Education and 

Communications letterhead and bore the same signatures as the first letter. This letter 

provided basic information concerning the puiposes of this study. 

The data collection pha.se was concluded on May 21, 1997. Any completed 

questionnaires received after this time were not included in the data. All instmctors who 

had not replied by this time were considered non-respondents. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

The purpose of this study was to determine needs of preservice agricultural 

education teachers at Texas Tech University. These needs wUl be used to determine any 

curriculum/training deficiencies that should be addressed by teacher education departments. 

A secondary purpose was to determine if any differences exist between the inservice / 

preservice needs of Texas agriscience teachers and agricultural education teachers in New 

Mexico. These needs could be used to modify the cuniculum or advising of future 

agriculture teachers being trained at Texas Tech University. Specific objectives of the 

study were to: 

1. Describe agricultural education and agriscience teachers in West Texas and 

New Mexico based on important demographic variables as indicated by the 

review of literature; 

2. Detemiine preservice needs of Areas I and II for Texas agriculture science 

teachers and New Mexico agricultural education science teachers. 

The objectives served as a guide for reporting the findings of the study. 

Information concerning each objective are presented in separate sections. 

Findings Related to Research Ouestion 1- Demographic Information 

Objective 1 sought to describe the demographic information of the respondents. 

The average teacher began leaching high school agriculture in the spring semester of 1984. 

In West Texas, the average teacher started in spring of 1983 and the average teacher in 

New Mexico started in spring of 1986. The average age of the teachers surveyed was 38.6 

(SD = 10.1). The average teacher in West Texas was 38.9 (SD = 10.4) years old and die 

average teacher in New Mexico was 37.7 (SD = 9.3) years of age. Teachers were asked if 

they had a teaching partner. 0\'crall, 7)1.6% of the teachers were in multiple teacher 
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departments. In West Texas, 38.7% taught in multiple teacher departments and in New 

Mexico 29.8% taught in multiple teaching departments. The next question asked that of the 

teachers surveyed, how many people outside of the agricultural program help train them 

judging teams. Overall, an average of 1.0 (SD 1.7) person helped die teachers train teams. 

The average number of helpers in West Texas was 0.7 (SD = 1.5) and the average number 

in New Mexico was 1.8 (SD = 1.8). The average teacher participated in high school 

judging for 3.2 (SD_= 1.3) years. The average teacher in West Texas judged 3.3 (SD = 

1.3) years and the average teacher in New Mexico judged for 3.2 (SD = 1.4). The average 

teacher participated in a college judging program for 0.9 (SD = 1.2) years. The average 

teacher in West Texas judged in college for 0.8 (SD = 1.2) years and the average teacher in 

New Mexico college judged for 1.1 (SD = 1.2) years. The average teacher participated in 

collegiate FFA for 2.1 (SD = 1.5) years. The average teacher in West Texas was a member 

for 2.1 (SD = 1.4) years and the average teacher in New Mexico was a member for 1.9 

(SD = 1.6) years. 

The average number of students enrolled in Agriscience/Agricultural Education 

courses was 81.5 (SD = 59.1). The average number of these students in West Texas was 

76.8 (SD = 57.0) while the average number in New Mexico was 92.6 (SD = 62.8) 

students. The average number of FFA members overall was 56.0 (SD = 36.4.). The 

average number in West Texas was 51.7 (SD = 30.1) and the average number in New 

Mexico was 66.5 (SD = 47.2.). The average number of students with a SAE program was 

34.6 (SD = 26.5). The average number of students in West Texas with a SAE program 

was 34.1 (SD = 22.6) and the average number in New Mexico was 35.6 (SD = 34.8). The 

average number of students who participated in a judging program was 23.8 (SD = 17.8). 

The average number in West Texas who judged was 19.1 (SD = 12.1) and the average 

number in New Mexico was 35.6 (SD = 23.4). 

The respondents were also asked to report the number of certain awards presented 

in the past year. The average number of Chapter Proficiency Awards presented was 6.1 
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{SD = 6.4). The average number in West Texas was 5.5 (SD = 6.0) and the average 

number in .New Mexico was 7.7 (SD = 7.2). The average number of students that received 

a State FFA degree since the teacher began teaching was 25.3 (SD = 35.9). The average 

number of State Lone Star Farmers for West Texas teachers was 27.3 (SD = 37.2) and die 

average number of State FFA degrees for New Mexico teachers was 20.2 (SD = 32.2). 

The average number of students that received American FFA degrees since the teacher 

began teaching was 1.4 (SD = 2.8). The average number in West Texas was 1.1 (SD = 

3.0) and the a\erage number of New Mexico American FFA degrees per teacher was 1.9 

(SD = 2.6). 

Many agricultural programs ha\'e FFA Alumni or Booster clubs. Of the programs 

surveyed, 47.3% had some sort of Alumni/Booster club. In West Texas, 44.1% and in 

New Mexico, 55.0% had some sort of Alumni or Booster club in place. Of those 

programs with an Alumni or Booster club, the average number of members in the club was 

30.6 (SD = 20.9). The average number of Alumni/Boosters in West Texas was 31.4 (SD 

= 21.9) and the a\erage number of members in New Mexico was 29.1 (SD = 16.5). The 

teachers were also a.sked if they were currentiy a member of their professional agricultural 

teaching association. Overall, 89.99^ of the teachers were members. In West Texas, 

93.9% were members and 80.0 % were members in New Mexico. 

Table 1 shows the number of show program animals on feed for the 1996-97 

school year. The mean for barrows on feed in West Texas was 59.9 (SD = 54.5) and 33.1 

(SD = 48.6) in New Mexico. The mean number of dairy heifers in West Texas was 0.4 

(SD = 1.3) and 5.3 (SD = 7.0) in New Mexico. The mean for goats in West Texas was 

9.7 (SD = 15.0 and 5.6 (SD = 12.7) in New Mexico. The average number of horses as 

show animals in West Texas was 3.2 (SD = 6.0) and 7.0 (SD = 13.1) in New Mexico. 

The mean for lambs in Wesi Texas was 17.6 (SD = 18.4) and 28.3 (SD = 55.9). Also on 

feed for show was poultry. In West Texas, the average number of poultry was 38.1 (SD = 

111.5) and was 10.7 (SD = 26.0) in New Mexico. The mean for rabbits in West Texas 
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was 7.5 (SD = 14.3) and 6.6 (SD = 13.8) in New Mexico. The average number of steers 

on feed in West Texas was 6.9 (SD = 8.6) and 8.2 (SD = 9.6) in New Mexico. 

Table 1 

Number of show animals that will be on feed for the 1996-1997 school year. 
West New 

Show program animals Texas Mexico Overall 

Barrows 59.9 33.1 52.7 

Dairy Heifers 0.4 5.3 2.5 

Goats 9.7 5.6 8.2 

Horses 3.2 7.0 4.8 

Lambs 17.6 28.3 20.7 

Poultry 38.1 10.7 27.2 

Rabbits 7.5 6.6 7.1 

Steers 6.9 8.2 7.3 

Findings Related to Research Ouestion 2- Presei'vice Needs 

Objective 2 sought to determine preservice needs in curriculum of Areas I and n for 

Texas Agriculture science teachers and New Mexico Agriculture education teachers. To 

accomplish this West Texas and New Mexico agricultural teachers were asked to indicate 

the importance of the SAE, FFA and CDE programs as well as to whether or not they 

received an adequate amount of instruction in college to maintain a proper agricultural 

program. On a five-point rating scale, teachers marked their felt importance of each unit / 

topic. The ratings for felt importance are indicated in Table 2. The lower means indicate an 

agreement to the importance of the topic and a higher mean indicated a disagreement to the 

importance of the topic. 
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Table 2 

Ratings for importance competencies. 

.Number Ratiuii Level of Importance 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Strongly Agree 

Agree 

Neutral 

Disagree 

Strongly Disagree 

The SAE ProLn'am 
. . . — • ^ j 

The respondents were asked if they had received an adequate amount of instmction 

in college to maintain an SAE program (Table 3). Overall, 43.6% of the teachers agreed or 

strongly agreed to the statement (M = 2.6, SD = 1.6). When asked if they enjoyed 

working with SAE projects 85.0%' of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed to the 

statement (M = 1-6, SD = 0.9). Next, the teachers were asked if they believed that SAE 

projects enhance leadership skills. OveraU, 87.9% of the teachers agreed or strongly 

agreed to the statement (M = 1 -6, SD = 0.9). When asked if they believed if SAE projects 

enhance personal growth, 91.3% of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed to the statement 

(M = 1-5, SD = 0.9). Finally, the teachers were asked if SAE projects enhance career 

development. Overall, 85.59^ of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed that it did (M = 

1.6, S D = 1.0). 
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Table 3 

The importance placed on SAE projects. 
Importance Averages 

Supervised agriculture education projects (SAE) items West New 
Texas Mexico Overall 

I received an adequate amount of instruction in coUege 
to maintain the SAE program during my collegiate 
experience 2.6 2.7 2.6 

I enjoy working with SAE projects 1.6 1.6 1.6 

I beheve that SAE projects enhance Leadership SkUls 1.6 1.6 1.6 

I believe that SAE projects enhance Personal Growth 1.5 1.5 1.5 

I believe that SAE projects enhance Career 
Development L6 L6 1.6 

Note: Rating scale used to calculate means was 1 =Strongly Agree, 2 =Agree, 3 =Neutral, 
4 =Disagree, 5 =Strongly Disagree. 

FFA and Leadership Contests 

The respondents were asked if they had received an adequate amount of instmction 

in college for leadership and FFA contests (Table 4). OveraU, 45.4% of the teachers 

agreed or strongly agreed to the statement that they had the collegiate training necessary for 

leadership and FFA contests (M = 2.8, SD = 1.3). When asked if they enjoyed working 

with FFA at the local lesel, 92.3% of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed to the 

statement (M = 1.5, SD = 0.9). Next, the teachers were asked if they believed that FFA 

enhances leadership skills. Overall, 93.7% of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed to the 

statement (M = 1-4, SD = 0.9). When asked if they believed if FFA enhances personal 

growth, 94.2% of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed to the statement (M = 1.3. SD = 

0.9). Finally, the teachers were asked if FFA enhances career development. OveraU, 

91.3% of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed that it did (M = 1.4, SD = 1.0). 
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Table 4 

The importance placed on the FFA. 

FFA 
Importance Averages 

West New 
Texas Mexico Overall 

I received an adequate amount of instruction in college 
to maintain the FFA program during my collegiate 
experience 

1 enjoy working with the FF.-\ at the local level 

I believe that FFA enhances Leadership Skills 

I believe that FFA enhances Personal Growth 

I believe that FFA enhances Career De\elopment 

2.7 

1.5 

1.3 

1.3 

3.1 

1.5 

1.5 

1.4 

2.8 

1.5 

1.4 

1.3 

1.4 1.5 1.4 
Note: Rating scale u.sed to calculate means was 1 ̂ Strongly Agree, 2 =Agree, 3 ^Neutral, 
4 =Disaizree. 5 =Stroniil\ Disaiiree. 

Career Development Evenis 

The respondents were asked to respond to a series of items concerning Career 

Development Events (CDE's). For a review of this information, refer to Table 5. When 

asked if they enjoy teaching CDE's, 89.376 of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed to the 

statement (M. = 1.5, SD = 0.9). Next, the teachers were asked if they believed that CDE's 

enhance leadership skills. 0\erall, 90.3% of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed to the 

statement (M = 1.5, SD = 0.9). When asked if they believed if CDE's projects enhance 

personal grow ih, 91.8% of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed to the statement (M = 

1.5, SD = 0.9). Finally, the teachers were asked if CDE's enhance career development. 

OveraU, 88.97 of the teachers agreed or strongly agreed that it did (M = 1.5, SD = 1.0). 
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Table 5 

The importance placed on Career Development Events (CDE's). 
Importance Averages 

Career Development Event (CDE) items West New 
Texas Mexico Overall 

I enjoy working with CDE's 1.5 1.5 1.5 

I believe that CDE's enhance Leadership SkiUs 1.5 1.6 1.5 

I believe that CDE's enhance Personal Growth 1.5 1.5 1.5 

I believe that CDE's enhance Career Development L5 L6 1.6 
Note: Rating scale u.sed to calculate means was 1 =Strongly Agree, 2 =Agree, 3 =Neutral, 
4 =Disagree, 5 ^Strongly Disagree. 

Importance of Specific Leadership Contests and Activities (1996-97) 

The teachers were asked to indicate the importance of the leadership contests and 

activities from the 1996-97 school year. The importance scale used was 1 "Utmost 

Importance," 2 "Above Axerage Importance," 3 "Average Importance," 4 "Below Average 

Importance," and 5 "'No Importance." Therefore, the lower means indicate items of more 

relative importance while the higher means indicate items of less relative importance. The 

data are illustrated in Table 6. 

In West Texas, agriscience teachers indicated that the most important 

contest/activity was Junior Chapter Conducting. The second most important 

contest/activity was Senior Chapter Conducting. The third most important leadership 

contest/acti\'ity w as Extemporaneous Public Speaking. FoUowing are the respective 

leadership contesfs/activities in order of importance; FFA SkiUs Demonstration, Junior 

SkUls Demonstration, Creed Speaking, Prepared Speaking, FFA Radio, Public Relations, 

Quiz, Agricultural Issues Forum, and Market Plan. 

In New Mexico, agricultural education teachers indicated that die most important 

contest/actixity was Prepared Speaking. The second most important contest in New 

Mexico w as Greenhand Public Speaking, and third was Greenhand Parhamentary 

Procedure. Following are the respecii\ e leadership contests/activities in order of 
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importance; Creed Speaking, Chapter Parliamentary Procedure, Extemporaneous Public 

Speaking, Quiz, Market Plan, Agricultural Issues Fomm. 

Table 6 

Importance placed on Leadership Con tests/Activities 

Leadership Contests/Activities 
Importance Averages 

West 
Texas 

2.7 

1.7 

1.7 

2.0 

1.9 

2.4 

2.2 

1.9 

2.0 

2.9 

2.0 

- -

2.3 

New 
Mexico 

2.6 

1.8 

1.7 

1.8 

1.8 

2.3 

- -

— 

— 

2.4 

1.6 

1.6 

— -. 

Overall 

2.7 

1.8 

1.7 

2.0 

1.9 

2.3 

2.2 

1.9 

2.0 

2.8 

1.9 

1.6 

2.3 

Agricultural Issues Forum 

Chapter Conducting / Chapter Pari. Proc. 

Jr. Chapter Conducting / Greenhand Pari. Proc. 

Creed Speaking 

Extemporaneous Public Speaking 

FFA Quiz 

FFA Radio 

FFA Skills Demonstration 

FFA Jr. Skills Demonstration 

Market Plan 

Prepared Speaking 

Prepared Speaking / Greenhand 

Public Relations 

Note: " - " indicates no contest in that state. 

Note: Rating scale used to calculate means was 1 "Utmost Importance," 2 "Above Average 
Importance," 3 "Average Importance," 4 "Below Average Importance," 5 "No 
Importance". 

Importance of Specific Leadership CDE's (1996-97) 

The importance of CDE's as percei\ed by agricultural teachers is displayed in Table 

7. Once again, the importance scale used was 1 "Utmost Importance," 2 "Above Average 

Importance," 3 "Awrage Importance," 4 "Below A\erage Importance," and 5 "No 
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Importance." Therefore, the lower means indicate items of more relative importance while 

the higher means indicate items of less relative importance. 

In West Texas, the teachers indicated the most important CDE was the Livestock 

contest; the second most important CDE in West Texas was Agricultural Mechanics; the 

third most important CDE was Land Judging; the fourth most important CDE was Meats 

Evaluation and Technology; and fifth was Horse Evaluation. The least important CDE as 

indicated by West Texas agricultural science teachers was Forestry. Also low on the hst of 

CDE importance was Horticulture, Wool Evaluation, Commodity Challenge/Marketing, 

Poultry Evaluation, Agricultural Sales, as weU as the series of Agricultural Science Course 

Contests - Instructional Materials Service (IMS) Contests such as Agricultural Science 101, 

102,222,312, and 381. 

In New Mexico, the teachers indicated that the most important CDE was Farm 

Business Management. The second most important CDE was Agricultural Mechanics. The 

thmd most important CDE was Meats Evaluation and Technology. The fourth most 

important CDE was Livestock Evaluation and fifth was Land Evaluation. Also of high 

importance were Dairy Catde, Entomology, Horse Evaluation, and Range and Pasture 

Judging. The least important CDE's as indicated by New Mexico agricultural education 

teachers was Poultry Evaluation, followed by Forestry, Floriculture, Homesite, and 

Nursery/Landscape, respectively. 
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Table 7 

Importance Career Development Events (Judging Contests). 

Career Development Events (Judging Contests) 

Agricultural Mechanics 

Agricultural Sales 

Agricultural Science 101 

Agricultural Science 102 

Agricultural Science 222 

Agricultural Science 312 

Agricultural Science 381 

Commodity Challenge 

Commodity Marketing Activity 

Computer Applications in Agriculture 

Cotton Classing 

Crops Judging 

Dairy CatUe 

Dairy Foods 

Entomology 

Fann Business Management 

Floriculture 

Forestry 

Homesite 

Horse/Horse Evaluation 

Importance Averages 
West 
Texas 

2.0 

2.6 

2.7 

2.7 

2.7 

2.7 

2.7 

2.7 

2.6 

2.4 

2.5 

2.5 

2.3 

2.5 

2.3 

2.4 

New 
Mexico Overall 

1.9 

- -

- -

- -

— 

- -

— 

- -

- -

2.2 

- -

2.2 

2.1 

2.2 

2.1 

1.7 

2.5 

2.0 

2.6 

2.7 

2.7 

2.7 

2.7 

2.7 

2.7 

2.6 

2.4 

2.5 

2.4 

2.2 

2.4 

2.2 

2.2 

2.5 

3.1 

2.2 

2.6 

2.5 

2.1 

3.0 

2.5 

2.2 

Note: " - " indicates no contest in that state. 

Note: Rating scale u.sed to calculate means was 1 "Utmost Importance," 2 "Above Average 
Importance," 3 "A\erage Importance," 4 "Below Average Importance," 5 "No 
Importance." 
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Table 7 (Continued) 

Career Development Events (Judging Contests) 
Importance Averages 

West New 
Texas Mexico Overall 

Horticulture 

Horticulture Produce 

Land Judging/Land Evaluation 

Livestock 

Meats/Meats Evaluation and Technology 

Nursery/Landscape 

Poultry/Poultry Evaluation 

Range & Pasture Judging 

Range & Pasture Plant ID 

Tractor Mechanics 

Wildhfe 

Wool 

2.8 

2.3 

2.8 

2.3 

2.1 

1.9 

2.1 

— 

2.6 

2.4 

2.4 

2.4 

- -

2.7 

2.0 

1.9 

1.9 

2.5 

2.6 

2.1 

- -

- -

2.3 

2.2 

2.1 

1.9 

2.1 

2.5 

2.6 

2.3 

2.4 

2.4 

2.3 

2.5 

Note: "--" indicates no contest in that state. 

Note: Rating scale used to calculate means was 1 "Utmost Importance," 2 "Above Average 
Importance," 3 "Average Importance," 4 "Below Average Importance," 5 "No 
Importance." 

Importance of Conferences and Conventions in 1996-97 

The importance of conferences and conventions as perceived by agricultural 

teachers is displayed in Table 8. Once again, the importance scale used was 1 "Utmost 

Importance," 2 "Above Average Importance," 3 "Average Importance," 4 "Below Average 

Importance," and 5 "No Importance." Therefore, the lower means indicate items of more 

relative importance while the higher means indicate items of less relative importance. 

As indicated in Table 8, West Texas and New Mexico teachers rated the FFA State 

Conventions, Stale Agricultural Teachers Conferences, and FFA National Conventions 

relatively more important than ihe Stale Vocational Teachers Conferences and the National 
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2.0 

1.5 

2.6 

2.5 

1.6 

1.6 

2.5 

2.6 

1.9 

1.5 

2.6 

2.5 

Agricultural Teachers Conferences. All teachers generaUy rated die National Vocational 

Teachers Conference as the least important. 

Table 8 

Importance of Conferences and Conventions in 1996-97 
Importance Averages 

Career Development Events (Judging Contests) West New 
^ Texas Mexico Overall 

FFA State Convention 1.5 1.6 1.5 

FFA National Convention 

State Agricultural Teachers Conference 

National Agricultural Teachers Conference 

State Vocational Teachers Conference 

National Vocational Teachers Conference 2^8 3^0 2.8 
Note: Rating scale used to calculate means was 1 "Utmost Importance," 2 "Above Average 
Importance," 3 "Average Importance," 4 "Below Average Importance," 5 "No 
Importance." 

Participation in Leadership Contests and Activities - 1996-97 

Table 9 shows the participation levels in leadership contests and activities. The 

leadership contest/activity that West Texas agricultural science teachers participated in the 

most was Creed Speaking (N = 104). The second most popular contest by participation 

was Radio (N = 97). The third most participated leadership contest/activity by West Texas 

teachers was Junior Chapter Conducting (N = 94). The fourdi contest in participation was 

Senior Chapter Conducting (N = 93) and die fifdi most popular contest/activity in 

leadership as measured by participation was Quiz (N = 81). According the West Texas 

teachers, two contests had participation levels relatively weU below the rest of the 

leadership contests/activities. There were five teachers who indicated that they participated 

in Market Plan and 17 who participated in Agricultural Issues Fomm. 
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The leadership contest that New Mexico teachers participated in the most was also 

Creed Speaking (N = 51). The second most popular contest by participation was 

Greenhand Parliamentary Procedure (N = 49). The third most participated leadership 

contest/activity by New Mexico teachers was Chapter Parliamentary Procedure (N = 47). 

The fourth contest in participation was Prepared Pubhc Speaking (N = 46) and die fifth 

most popular contest/activity in leadership as measured by participation was Greenhand 

Public Speaking (N = 41). According die New Mexico teachers, the same two contests 

had participation levels relatively well below the rest of the leadership contests/activities. 

There were 13 teachers who indicated that diey participated in Market Plan and 14 who 

participated in Agricultural Issues Fomm. 

Participation in CDE's - 1996-97 

Table 10 shows the participation levels in CDE's. The CDE's that West Texas 

agricultural science teachers who had students participate in the most was Livestock (N = 

119). The second most popular CDE by participation level was Dairy Cattle (N = 86). The 

CDE that was third in participation levels was Horse Evaluation (N = 85). The CDE that 

was fourth was Land judging (N = 65) while Meats Evaluation and Technology (N = 57) 

was fifth in number of teachers who participated. The CDE with the least number of 

teachers in West Texas who had students participate was Forestry widi no programs 

surveyed participating. Also, two teachers indicated that they participated in Computer 

Applications in Agriculture. Also low in participation in West Texas were Agricultural 

Sales (N = 4), Tractor Mechanics (N = 8), and Horticulture (N = 9). Note also that 

participation the series of Agricultural Science Course Contests - Instmctional Materials 

Service (IMS) Contests such as Agricultural Science 101, 102, 222, 312, and 381 was 

relatively low, none of which had more than 10 teachers indicating participation. 
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Table 9 

Participation in leadership contests and activities 1996-97. 

Leadership Contests / Activities Participation 
Participation Levels - N (%) 

West 
Texas 

New 
Mexico Overall 

Agricultural Issues Fomm 

Chapter Conducting / Chapter Pari. Proc. 

Jr. Chapter Conducting/Greenhand Pari. Proc. 

Creed Speaking 

Extemporaneous Pubhc Speaking 

FFA Quiz 

FFA Radio 

FFA SkiUs Demonstration 

FFA Jr. Skills Demonstration 

Market Plan 

Prepared Speaking 

Prepared Speaking / Greenhand 

Pubhc Relations 

17(11.6) 14(23.3) 

93 (63.3) 

94 (63.9) 

104(70.7) 

64 (43.5) 

81 (55.1) 

97 (66.0) 

61 (41.5) 

49 (33.3) 

5 (3.4) 

63 (42.9) 

-- (--) 

40 (27.2) 

47 (78.3) 

49(81.7) 

51 (85.0) 

37 (61.7) 

38 (63.3) 

-- (--) 

-- (--) 

-- (--) 

13 (21.7) 

46 (76.7) 

41 (68.3) 

-- (--) 

31 (15.0) 

140 (67.6) 

143 (69.1) 

155 (74.9) 

101 (48.8) 

119(57.5) 

97 (66.0) 

61 (41.5) 

49 (33.3) 

18 (8.7) 

109 (52.7) 

41 (68.3) 

40 (27.2) 

Note: " - (—)" Indicates no contest in that state. 

Table 10 also shows the participation levels in CDE's for New Mexico Teachers. 

The CDE's that West Texas agricultural science teachers participated in the most was 

Livestock (N = 50). The second most popular CDE by participation level was Horse 

Evaluation (N = 46). The CDE that was third in participation levels was Land Judging (N 

= 45). The CDE that was fourdi was Wildlife (N = 45) while Entomology (N = 43) was 

fifth in number of teachers who participated. The CDE with the least number of teachers in 

New Mexico who participated was Computer Applications in Agriculture with 11 teachers 

who indicated participation. Also, 12 teachers indicated that they participated in 

Nursery/Landscape, 13 Floriculture, and 16 in Forestry. 
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Table 10 

Participation in Career Development Events (Judgmg Contests) 1996-97. 
Participation Levels 

Career Development Events (Judging West New 

Contests) 

N(%) 

Texas Mexico Overall 

Agricultural Mechanics 

Agricultural Sales 

Agricultural Science 101 

Agricultural Science 102 

Agriculuiral Science 222 

Agricultural Science 312 

Agricultural Science 381 

Commodity Challenge 

Commodity Marketing Activity 

Computer Applications in Agriculture 

Cotton Classing 

Crops Judging 

Damy Catde 

Dairy Foods 

Entomology 

Farm Business Management 

Roriculture 

Forestry 

Homesite 

Horse/Horse Evaluation 

34(23.1) 

4 (2.7) 

9(6.1) 

9(6.1) 

7 (4.8) 

5 (3.4) 

4 (2.7) 

8 (5.4) 

9(6.1) 

2 (1.4) 

51 (34.7) 

31 (21.1) 

86 (58.5) 

44 (29.9) 

40 (27.2) 

17(11.6) 

-- (--) 

0 (0.0) 

-- (--) 

85 (57.8) 

38 (63.3) 

-- (--) 

-- (--) 

-- (--) 

-- ( --) 

-- (--) 

-- (--) 

-- (--) 

-- (--) 

11 (18.3) 

-- (--) 

30 (50.0) 

35 (58.3) 

25 (41.7) 

43 (71.7) 

32 (53.3) 

13 (21.7) 

16 (26.7) 

24 (40.0) 

46 (76.7) 

72 (34.8) 

4 (2.7) 

9(6.1) 

9 (6.1) 

7 (4.8) 

5 (3.4) 

4 (2.7) 

8 (5.4) 

9.(6.1) 

13 (6.3) 

51 (34.7) 

61 (29.5) 

121 (58.5) 

69 (33.3) 

83 (40.1) 

49 (23.7) 

13 (21.7) 

16 (7.7) 

24 (40.0) 

131 (63.3) 
Note: "~ (-)" Indicates no contest in that state. 
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Table 10 (Continued) 

Career Development Events /Judging Contests 

Horticulture 

Horticulture Produce 

Land Judging/Land Evaluation 

Livestock 

Meats/Meats Evaluation and Technology 

Nursery/Landscape 

Poultry/Poultry Evaluation 

Range & Pasture Judging 

Range & Pasture Plant ID 

Tractor Mechanics 

Participation Levels -
West New 

Texas Mexico 
9(6.1) 

-- (--) 

65 (44.2) 

119(81.0) 

57 (38.8) 

-- (--) 

45 (30.6) 

32 (21.8) 

33 (22.4) 

8 (5.4) 

-- ( --) 

25 (41.7) 

45 (75.0) 

50 (83.3) 

32 (53.3) 

12 (20.0) 

32 (53.3) 

31 (51.7) 

-- (--) 

-- (--) 

• N (%) 

Overall 
9(6.1) 

25 (41.7) 

110(53.1) 

169 (81.6) 

89 (43.0) 

12 (20.0) 

77 (37.2) 

63 (30.4) 

33 (22.4) 

8 (5.4) 

Wildlife 

Wool 

- ( - ) 45(75.0) 54(26.1) 

31(21.1) 39(65.0) 70 (33.8) 
Note: " - (—)" Indicates no contest in that state. 

Participation in Conferences and Conventions - 1996-97 

The data in Tablet 1 shows the participation levels of teachers at conferences and 

conventions. Overall, 92.3% of the teachers indicated they attended the State FFA 

Convention. In West Texas, the percentage is 91.2% while in New Mexico, it is 95.0% 

participation. In West Texas, 26.5% of die teacher attended the National FFA Convention. 

In New Mexico 68.3% of the teachers attended for an overall average of 38.6%. Overall, 

91.3% of the teachers attended their State Agricultural Teachers Conference while in West 

Texas 92.5% attended and 88.3% attended in New Mexico. As for die National 

Agricultural Teachers Conference, 4.1% of West Texas teachers attended and 10.0% of 

New Mexico teachers attended for an overaU average of 5.8%. The numbers were lower 

for vocational conferences. OveraU, 32.4% of die teachers attended the State Vocational 
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Teachers Conference. In West Texas, 23.8% attended and 53.3% attended from New 

Mexico. FinaUy, 5.8% of the teachers attended the National Vocational Teachers 

Conference with 4.8% coming from West Texas and 8.3% from New Mexico. 

Table 11 
Participation of Conferences/Conventions 

Conferences/Conventions 
Participation Levels - N (%) 

West New 
Texas Mexico Overall 

FFA State Convention 

FFA National Convention 

State Agricultural Teachers Conference 

National Agricultural Teachers Conference 

State Vocational Teachers Conference 

National Vocational Teachers Conference 

134 (91.2) 

39 (26.5) 

136 (92.5) 

6(4.1) 

35 (23.8) 

7 (4.8) 

57 (95.0) 

41 (68.3) 

53 (88.3) 

6 (10.0) 

32 (53.3) 

5 (8.3) 

191 (92.3) 

80 (38.6) 

189 (91.3) 

12 (5.8) 

67 (32.4) 

12 (5.8) 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purpose of this study was to determine needs of preservice agricultural 

education teachers at Texas Tech University. These needs wUl be used to determine any 

curriculum/training deficiencies that should be addressed by teacher education departments. 

A secondary purpose was to determine if any differences exist between the inservice / 

preservice needs of Texas agriscience teachers and agricultural education teachers in New 

Mexico. These needs could be used to modify the curriculum or advising of future 

agriculture teachers bemg trained at Texas Tech University. Specific objectives of the 

study were to: 

1. Describe agricultural education and agriscience teachers in West Texas and 

New Mexico based on important demographic variables as indicated by the 

review of hterature; 

2. Determine preservice needs of Areas I and n for Texas agricultime science 

teachers and New Mexico agricultural education science teachers. 

Summary 

The population for this study consisted of agricultural science teachers in Area I and 

n in Texas and Agricultural Education teachers m New Mexico. The study included 214 

production agricultural science teachers were located widim Areas I and II in Texas. In 

New Mexico, 90 agricultural education teachers were included in diis study. When 

combined, a total of 304 professional agricuhure instmctors represented the population in 

this research study. 

The instmment used in die study was a survey questionnaire designed to provide 

answers to the research questions. The instmment was developed during a two month 
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period, which included consultation with a panel of experts for a pUot test to determine the 

content and face vahdity of the final questionnaire. The instrument used to collect the data 

for this study consisted of ninety-four items. 

The instmment and related items were sent to the members of the sample group on 

April 1, 1997. After the initial mailing, foUow-up procedures were initiated to encourage 

participation in the study. The data collection phase was concluded on May 21, 1997. Any 

completed questionnaires received after this time were not included in the data. 

Conclusions 

The conclusions of this study are based upon the responses of West Texas teachers 

and New Mexico teachers who retumed their surveys. 

1. There were more teachers in West Texas in multi-teacher departments than in New 

Mexico. Individuals who are preparing to become agricultural instmctors have a 

greater chance of teaching in a one-teacher department in New Mexico than in 

Texas. Students should be aware of this conclusion when they prepare for the 

agricultural education profession. 

2. Relativity few others helped agriculture teachers train judging teams. Most 

agriculture teachers trained most of their judging teams by themselves. 

3. The average number of FFA members was just over two-thirds of the average 

number of students in agriculture education classes. This could be partially due to 

agriculture education students being concurrendy enrolled in classes, and only 

counted once as FFA members. However, there is an indication that not every 

agricultural education student is in FFA. There are many students in West Texas 

and New Mexico who are not experiencing the full benefits of the agricultural 

education program. 
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4. Additionally, many students were not participating in the SAE program. Far less 

than half of the students even had an SAE project. Without the SAE component, 

students may not be receiving adequate hands-on and work-based experiences. 

5. Almost twice the number of students participated in the judging (CDE) programs in 

New Mexico than in West Texas. As preservice teachers prepare for the 

agricultural profession, they should be aware that judging may be more important to 

job success in New Mexico than in West Texas. 

6. Approximately one half of the teachers indicated that they had an Alumni or Booster 

club. With more Alumni/Booster clubs, teachers in West Texas and New Mexico 

could call on a larger pool of volunteers for assistance. There were more clubs in 

New Mexico than in West Texas. This is important since there appears to be a 

greater emphasis on judging (therefore, a need for more assistance) in New Mexico 

and there are more teachers in one-teacher programs. 

7. Approximately 94% of West Texas teachers and 80% of New Mexico teachers 

belonged to their respective professional organizations. This does not meet the 

standard for a group of professionals. AU teachers of agriculture (100%) should 

pay their professional organization dues. The importance of professional 

organization membership should be stressed to preservice agriculture teachers. 

Student teachers from Texas Tech University should be encouraged to join during 

their first year of teaching. 

8. There were twice as many show barrows on feed in West Texas than in New 

Mexico. Also, there were more show goats, poultry, and rabbits in West Texas 

than in New Mexico. 

9. There are typically more show lambs , dairy heifers, horses, and shghtly more 

steers in New Mexico than in West Texas. 

10. The teachers surveyed indicated poorer agreement means when asked if they have 

received adequate amounts of instmction in the areas of FFA and SAE. This, 
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coupled with relatively lower membership in FFA and even lower participation in 

SAE programs indicates that there is a need for more preservice education in these 

areas. 

11. Agriculture teachers in West Texas and New Mexico enjoyed working with and 

saw a need for the FFA, SAE, and CDE programs. 

12. Agriculture teachers in West Texas and New Mexico indicated that Parhamentary 

Procedure and Public Speaking were important activities to them programs. The 

teachers also indicated that they participate in these contests to a relatively high 

degree. New Mexico teachers rated the importance of Greenhand Public Speaking 

(not offered in Texas) highly and participated in it to a large extent. Conversely, 

both groups of teachers failed to see the importance and did not participate in the 

Market Plan and Agricultural Issues Fomm contests. 

13. Also, West Texas and New Mexico teachers agreed on the high importance of and 

participated in Livestock, Agricultural Mechanics, Meats Evaluation, Horse, and 

Land. This supports the concept that these traditional agricultural areas have a place 

in future agricultural education program planning. Perhaps they should remain in 

the future core cumculum of agricultural education. 

14. New Mexico teachers considered many of the horticulture activities to be 

unimportant. Horticultural CDE participation was also relatively low. This is 

perhaps due to horticulture being a part of few programs in New Mexico. 

15. All teachers considered state conferences/conventions to be more important to them 

than national conferences and conventions. 

16. West Texas programs had high participation levels in the Radio contest. They also 

saw radio as a relatively important activity. This is a contest that New Mexico does 

not offer as a CDE. 

17. New Mexico programs had high participation levels in die WUdhfe CDE, a contest 

not offered in West Texas. 
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18. Participation of West Texas programs was generaUy low in Forestry, Computer 

Applications in Agriculture, and Tractor Mechanics. New Mexico also had low 

participation in Computer Apphcations in Agriculture and Forestry. 

19. New Mexico teachers attended National conventions more than West Texas 

teachers. 

20. While 80% of New Mexico teachers belonged to their professional organization, 

approximately 88% indicated that they attended the summer professional 

conference. Many teachers in New Mexico are getting the benefits of professional 

membership without paying their membership dues. 

21. Teachers in West Texas and New Mexico indicated that they are not getting the 

appropriate preservice education when preparing for a career in agricultural 

education instmction. SpecificaUy, the teachers would hke more training in FFA, 

SAE, judging team training, and show animal care and selection. 

22. West Texas and New Mexico teachers beheved that much of the training should 

come while attending college as part of their imdergraduate experience. Some 

subjects of preservice deficiencies could be addressed during inservice training at 

the summer agricultural teacher conferences. 

Recommendations 

The following recommendations are made as a result of this study: 

1. West Texas teachers have the opportunity to offer more activities to students than 

do teachers in New Mexico. West Texas teachers should give their students more 

opportunities to participate in the judging program. New Mexico teachers are 

perhaps spread too thin widi relatively fewer teachers and more contests to teach. 

Bodi groups of teachers should seriously consider offering contests/activities that 

will meet the needs of the students and community. 
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2. Teachers of agriculture should take the example of extension by utihzing volunteers 

to help with contest/activities. Agriculture teachers should ask for help from 

community volunteers. Teachers could also utUize Alumni and Booster clubs to a 

higher degree. 

3. Agricultural education professionals should continue to recmit and retain 

agricultural education students to join the FFA, participate in the SAE program, and 

participate in a CDE. All students can leam something from fuU participation in 

agricultural education. 

4. The FFA program and the SAE program are important and should be stressed and 

taught to preservice teachers. Much of this FFA and SAE training could be 

improved in the student teaching block. 

5. Future preservice training for teachers who plan to teach in New Mexico should 

stress the extra importance of judging to career success in New Mexico. 

6. Agriculture teachers should increase them efforts to begin and utilize 

Alumni/Boosters clubs. Members of such organizations should be used to increase 

volunteer participation in judging, showing, and other activities in agricultural 

education/FFA. 

7. All agriculture teachers in Texas and New Mexico should belong to their respective 

professional organizations. This should be stressed often during preservice 

education. 

8. Preservice teachers should be aware of the knowledge base they wiU need in the 

state where they plan to teach. In West Texas, they wiU need extra emphasis on 

show barrows while there is probably more emphasis on show lambs and dairy 

heifers in New Mexico. 

9. Contest and/or activity that experiences success in West Texas is the radio CDE. 

Tlierefore it could be considered as an addition to New Mexico. 
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10. Added contests and/or activities that experience success in New Mexico, and 

therefore could be considered in West Texas, is Greenhand Public Speaking and the 

WUdhfe CDE. 

12. If importance and participation levels are necessary when considering which 

contests could potentiaUy be dropped, the information from this study offers some 

examples. In West Texas, the series of IMS contests could be dropped. In both 

states. Forestry, Computer Apphcations m Agriculture, and Poultry could be 

dropped. This decision to add/drop contests should also be made based on the 

needs of the agricultural students that may or may not be met, whether or not the 

contest offers national participation, and whether or not the contest represents a 

future endeavor in agricultural education that has yet to be reahzed. 

13. Teachers are stUl needing and requesting preservice and inservice training in the 

area of selection, feeding, fitting and showing of animals. Teachers also want 

education in judging, FFA, SAE, and other CDE activities. 

14. The Department of Agricultural Education at Texas Tech University should 

investigate the quality of education that their undergraduates are receiving in SAE, 

FFA, and CDE courses. Changes and updates should always be made to improve 

the quahty of agricultural education courses which have expressed high preservice 

and inservice needs. This continued updating is essential to the future success of 

agricultural education. 

15. Future research should further investigate die specUic needs of Texas Tech 

University graduates who are in a variety of settings after graduation. 
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Preservice Needs (X Wm Ibttf Agriideiice lleaciiers 
In Aiea I &11 and AgncuKural Eductiion Teachers 

In New Mexico 

A PRfiM ol l le t>e|i«nK« of Apkttlsmi E4liK»b^ 
and fifttiwnmî 'iif**̂ . % I M "bcb Utaiwcnity 

Boai 41131 
LuHndTX 79409̂ 2131 

(S()6)74^2816 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

DEGREES HELD: FROM WHICH INSmrmONS: 

Age: 

3. How many teachers, other than yourself teach agriculture courses at 
your school? 

5. Number of years you Dartkipated in high school Hidgin^ 

7. How many years were you a member of collegiate FFA? 

9. Number of students enrolled in your FFA chapter (1996-1997): 

11. Number of students who participate in your Judging prognm (1996-1997): 

13. How many of your students have received the State FFA degree since 
you began teaching? 

y«« 
• i ts / - ; •£*•:-.SH-,:--r:r"^;-

15. Does your program have an FFA Alumni/Booster club/p*renti club/ «lc7 
(circleone) ^ ^ .„. ,„.„,. ..^ , ,...,.,.,.,..,..•....•.• • X** ?!'° 

17. Piessc list any nations! awards your chapter hss won in last 5 years. 

18. Please list any Ag Ed / FFA teaching swardt you have won. 

19. Are you a current member of your professional Ag. teaching associstion? Yes No 
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H o w many s h o w prograin animals were /are /wi l l be on feed for the 1996-1997 school year? 
1. Barrows 
2. Dairy Heifiers 
3. Goats 
4. Horses 
5. Lambs 
6. Poultry 
7. Rabtdts 
8. Steers 
9. Other 

(Please List) 

Directions: 
After reading each item, circle the numt>er under the heading "Agreement" which 
reflects the degree of importance that you place on each unit of instruction. 

R a t i n g S c a l e : 
Agreement 

1- Strongly Agree 
2 -Agree 
3- Neutral 
4- Disagree 
5- Strongly Disagree 

Ameeinei i t 
'K-'^^'^l l.> ̂ <jl leeeiT^ jm adeqttateiuiM maintain 

' ^'' Ifae SAE progrsm dtirtnIt my cbiOegtate experJenĉ T Î̂ '̂-'' 
2. 1 enjoy working with SAE protects. 1 2 3 4 5 

I i 3 4 S-'r" 3. I believe that SAE projeigtoenhiptice Lead«nship Skilb^^ll' 
4. I believe that SAE projects enhance Personal Gro^vth. 1 2 3 4 5 
5> •llbeltevetiui.tSAEi»oiecti<«A«nc^ 1 2 3 4 $ 

I feel that I received an adequate amount of training in Leadership 
and FFA contests during my collegiate experience. 

1 2 3 4 5 

7̂  Icnjoy^voadn^yrtthltie^F levd 1 2 3 4^^ 
8. I believe the FFA enhances Leadership Skills. 

.S^'^'feh.-^ ^^>^>-, 
1 2 3 4 5 

PI bdliev<e that FFA enhaxkces Pet«oml Growths ^ - \ 1 3 4-3^ 
10. I believe that FFA enhances Career DevelopmenL 1 2 3 4 5 
1 1 . I engoy tfeftchihg C a i B « Development Evqita (FFA coatests). •-Co •X^ 3 4 5 
12. I believe that Career Development Events enhance Leadership 

Skills. 
1 2 3 4 5 

i3L;ljl belteve ttiat Career Devedopm^mt Events enhance BacBi»^ 
?pii:lii®flS^g^^^i 

14. I believe that Career Development Events enhance Career 
Deve lopment 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Rating Scale: 
Importance: 

!• Utmost Importance 
2- Above Average Importance 
3- Average Importance 
4- Below Average Importance 
5- No Importance 

Career Development Events (Judging Contests) in 1996-1997 

Participation 
Y-Yes 
N-No 

17, floiifc X ' . , V •( '^f -^ ,v 'tf imti^A 5 
Importance Participation 

X3^ 
18. Forestry 1 2 3 4 5 N 
19,̂ ^?'1H^ t 2 $ 4 5 N 
20. Horse/Horse Evaluation 1 2 3 4 5 N 
HilHiiHiartkulturB %'• 1 2*3 4 5 iN^ 

22. Horticulture Produce 1 2 3 4 5 N 
23. Land Indgiiig/l^attd BviUuation 1 2 3 4 5̂  N 
24. livestock 1 2 3 4 5 N 
25, MarkettngRan 1 2 3 4 5 -N 
26. Meats/Meats Evaluation and Technology 1 2 3 4 5 
27/ ' Mu»sery/Lattdflcape *v 1 2 3 4 5 
28. Poultry/Poultry Evaluation 1 2 3 4 5 
29. Kange& Pasture Judging 1 2 3 4 5 
30. Range & Pasture PUnt IP 1 2 3 4 5 
31> ^IractPT Mechanics 1 2 3 4 5 
32. WildUfe 1 2 3 4 5 
33. W<»31 1 2 . 3 4 5 

N 
N 
N 

• - ^ 

N 
N 
N 
N 

Conf erencefl/Convenlions in 1996-1997 

5. 

:jn?AState 
f^^rr^m-^^^^^ 

FFA National 
3. State AgTeachm 
4. National Ag Teachers 

State Voataoml Teachers 
6. National Vocational Teachers 

1234 5 
12 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 Y 
12 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 S 
12 3 4 5 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
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Please use this space to make any additional comments concerning preservice education 
for teachers of agriculture at Texas Tech Uruversity. 

Code# 
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TEXAS TECH 
1 U N I V E R S I T Y 1 

Department of A ^ c u b u n l Education 
and Communications 

Box 42131 
Lubbock, TX 79409-2131 
PboDc: (806) 742-2816 
FAX: (806) 742-2880 

February 28, 1997 

Dear Agriscience Teacher: 

The Department of Agricultural Education and Communications at Texas Tech needs 
your cooperation for determining which agricultural preservice needs are required to 
produce the best Agriscience teachers. 

We feel that a teacher knows best what should be taught at the university level to 
better enable the first year teacher to do a competent job teaching agriculture. Time 
and cooperation regarding this survey wiU be greatly appreciated and will provide 
valuable information to agricultural education. The results of this study wiU help 
enhance the quality of education that agricultural education undergraduates receive in 
agricultural courses. Individual responses to this survey will remain confidential. 
Only grouped data will be reported in the results. The code number on the back of 
the sui*vey will be used only to assist the researchers in obtaining results, and to make 
follow- up contacts. 

Thank you in advance for taking the time to complete this survey. Please complete 
the survey and retum it by Friday, March 7, 1997. Once again, THANK YOU! 

Sincerely, 

Obed A. Ginithan Jr. Rudy S. Tarpley 
Research Assistant Assistant Professor 
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' Dear Agriscience Teacher 
This is just a reminder regarding the survey you received 

concerning Preservice Needs of West Texas Agriscience Teachers in 
Areas I & II and Agricultural Education Teachers in New Mexico. 
It is very important to the success of this study that you complete and 
retum the survey. Your response will be a valuable asset to the future 
of agricultural education in Texas and New Meuco! 

If you have already retumed the survey, please disregard this 
reminder and thank you for your valuable time. 

Sincerely, 

CJUUJ 4' Cf-tf/tc^^L^ 

Obed A. Ginithan Jr. 
Research Assistant 
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WEST TEXAS COMMENTS 
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Preservice Education for teachers of agriculture at Texas Tech University should 

concentrate on exposing students to more "actual - real-job" scenarios diat will not only 

promote Agricultural and Leadership growth in students, but will also prepare the student 

to deal more properly with administrations, the public in general and parents - most 

helpfully those parents who are involved in SAE (stock show) programs. In theory, the 

abundance of classroom teaching preparation that a student at Texas Tech receives should 

be the largest percentage of training that a student needs, but in reality, is not where most 

teachers problems lie. I believe the training needs to be more balanced and more 

technical and exact in SAE (stock show) and Public Relations Training. I believe Texas 

Tech did a fine job of preparing me for the classroom, but all universities need to be more 

balanced and prepare teachers for the onslaught of SAE and Parent relations and 

challenges that face all teachers. I believe that a three hour semester course that deals 

with the specifics of stock showing and Public Relations would better prepare Ag 

teachers to succeed in teaching Ag in Texas than any of the other three hour courses 

required. 

Sincerely, 

Ray Earnest (Shallowater FFA) 

Need current in-service programs. Not same one year after year. Have sites other 

than Lubbock campus for attending workshops. 

Good luck on all your results and your defense. 

Move to more practical type SAE programs. Involve all students. 
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The problem I have in competing in contests is due to the full accelerated block schedule 

our school is on. It eliminates chances for my better students because of the 24 credit our 

school pushes for each student. 

When I was at Tech, the Ag Ed professors stressed Parhamentary Procedure and 

chapter conducting. Everything else had to be acquired on the job before one could be 

competitive at leadership and judging events. It would be beneficial to prospective ag 

teachers to have a semester course on judging and leadership events! 

Tell the teachers - Good Luck. There's a lot more to this job than you can tell 

them. 

Need to have computer, Internet, etc., and computer record book. Need to have 

specific judging training for all contests. 

Teacher Education is very important to the first year teacher. FFA Roster, 

Finances, Career Development Events, Livestock Showing/Fitting, Shop Skills, etc. are 

all skills that the public expects from the agriculture science teacher . Personally, I have 

to leam from the very bottom of the knowledge basics too often. I wish I had some more 

basic skills straight out of college. -Young agriculture science teachers need more 

workshops. I would like to see Tech AGED host some. Our schools will pav fees for 

professional development. 
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The contests and events 1 feel are very beneficial to our students. I have a 

problem with SAEPs and the application process. It seems we reward the parents and 

their gifts to their children when we should be judging and rewarding the students' 

progress with the tools at hand. In the proficiency award arena, it's awarded to the one 

with the most and highest dollar amount. How about a kid who has a litde but did it on 

his own. These are some of my concerns and some of the reasons why we may not 

participate above the local le\el. 

I personally feel that colleges who train teachers to teach Ag should spend more 

time on critical '"first years' issues. - Travel reports, budgets, parent groups, liability, 

requisitions, school funding, TEA monitoring visits, SAE visitations and 

documentation's, school boards - Although these issues are covered while on the 

'"Block" -1 really feel that an entire semester course should be based and dedicated to 

these issues prior to being on the block. Also - the use of various teachers brought in to 

discuss how their districts handle these issues would be very useful. Just don't handle it 

like some of the Ag teachers conference workshops. Use lots of handouts. We remember 

more by handouts to keep and use later. I feel that these are the major issues that concern 

the first and second year teachers. 

Thanks, 

Jeff 

I believe that a total ag program includes a little of all of it during class. I feel too 

many put too much emphasis on just showing or judging and kids do not experience any 

FFA leadership activities. I do not see how some teach much curriculum with as much 

contests as they are invohed with. • 
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I don't know if there is any way a new teacher can leam all there is to be ready -

most young teachers teach the same way they were taught and if they are not in a well 

rounded program then they usually do only what they know. 

I believe that all ag. teachers would be better if they work at least one year as a 

2nd teacher in a multi-teacher department. 

I have no knowledge of CDE's such as wildlife, Homesite, marketing plans, 

commodities contests, or the Ag. science. 101-381 contests. Where is this info? SAE, 

Leadership and CDE activities are critical to the mission of FFA. For this reason more 

training needs to be done for teachers after they begin teaching as well as before. When 

will Texas Tech offer training for Ag. teachers on these various subjects? 

I would benefit on a course on the Ag. Sales contest. 

More emphasis needs to be placed on record books, proficiency awards, scholarships, 

leadership and judging. Time management is the biggest problem, especially in a single 

teacher program. 

The new teachers need all the leadership skills they can acquire at college. They 

also need as much help with the feeding programs as possible. 

I think a lot of the students from Texas Tech are not very prepared. A lot have 

trouble passing the exit test. 
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The IMS materials are great, but I've only seen them used on way - pass out a 

topic at the beginning of class and tell the students, "Read this and answer the questions 

at the end." The students don't read the material and don't learn the infonnation. The 

other alternative is to give notes - this takes a lot of time and you can't cover all the 

material this way. There has to be a better way. When you find it let me know!! Also 

record books are important, but really weren't covered very well at Tech. -Better time 

management skills are needed. -How to balance learning the written curriculum with 

hands on. **Bottom line there's just too much infonnation to teach in all the classes in 

order to teach them very well. But if you pick out the most important topics then on their 

journal pages, you've missed points in all the different categories. I have a hard time 

skimming over the information in IMS and not really teaching, so I miss points in the 

record book. -Teach them to teach and not be lazy and just go to the shop - the kids like 

it better, but do they really learn? (Another letter also included) 

1 received this survey on the day it was due. 

Texas Tech University is a wonderful place to receive a quality education; 

however, there are some slight improvements that can be made to the field of preservice 

education. First of all, more time should be spent explaining in detail the various 

contests. Students often graduate with little to no knowledge on how to train a team. 

Also, the school should provide more practical experience for the students before 

releasing them into a student teaching position. Knowledge of education theories is great 

for late night games of trivial pursuit; yet in the real world, they provide only humor to a 

teacher as each theory proves itself worthless. Texas Tech is a great place to graduate 

from with a degree in agriculture education. However, by only shghtly improving this 

department, out coming teachers will be better prepared to train the leaders of tomorrow. 
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Much more time needs to be spent on contests, SAE's, and especially record 

books. 

1. Record books, filling out applications for awards needs to be addressed. 

2. Many small schools who have to share students with Sports, UIL, Band, etc. do not 

have enough eligible students to foiTn many teams. 

3. If you train to be competitive in the contests you must sacrifice much of your regular 

classroom instruction. 

Very inadequate block experience lack of time for a solid foundation in many areas. 

Also lack of Ag. education class they taught us what to teach but not the many ways the 

material should or could be taught. Also have they heard of the ExCET Test, we didn't 

very much. 

I feel more emphases [sic] need to be put on SAEP, CDE and leadership training in 

teacher education programs. 
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APPENDIX E 

NEW MEXICO COMMENTS 
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Since my graduation from college, I have seen many changes take place to ag. ed. 

and the FFA. Many of the new changes are great and will influence many students in a 

positive way. However, one change I have noticed is many of the new ag. teachers are 

lacking in many of the skills the FFA teachers. Many of them were not ever members. 

The curriculum must be well rounded and encourage college level students to believe in 

the organization if they won't teach it correctly. 

#8 - on cover page - We have 210 students with 30 repeats - We are a 100% 

membership chapter. 

#7, 8, 9 - on leadership contests - We don't have these contests in New Mexico so I didn't 

circle an importance. #10 - Leadership and #25 CDE-Market Plan is a Leadership contest 

in NM but I answered in both places. #2-11, 31 - Not NM contests did not rank 

importance. 

Having never attended Texas Tech, I don't feel qualified to comment on your 

programs. I do know that our in state teacher ed. programs are dated and need revision 

and updates. I'm guilty too but I still believe we're "teachers" and should spend more 

time teaching and less "weighing stock" and "coaching teams"! 

Speaking from personal experience, the things that I felt the least prepared for 

when I began teaching were SAE projects, especially the record book part, and leadership 

activities (i.e. Pubhc speaking, parliamentary procedure, creed, etc.). I feel like as a 

whole our state (NM) is weak in these areas and as vice-president of the MNAETA, I am 

trying to focus on these areas at the summer ag. teacher conference. Thanks. 
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Marketing Plan CDE is a Leadership CDE in New Mexico, not a judging contest. 

SoiTy, have attended AVA convention in previous years. Did not this year. Barrows 

include gilt's. 

I felt I needed more teaching methods, classroom management, and curriculum 

development. 1 felt my content knowledge was good and my ability to conduct an FFA 

chapter and contests, although not cuiTently used, was adequate. 

I believe that human nature is competitiveness. Students strive for excellence 

which produce a higher quality learning atmosphere. I do not feel that programs should 

structure their programs around judging. However it does play an important role towards 

a successful chapter. 

I personally feel that if it is taught in the classroom there should be a contest in 

that subject area. In Hobbs, we participate in all contests, SAE, and BOAC. I feel that 

the community service activities are as important as anything we can do. To stay activity 

every member must spend at least 20 hours per semester in a BOAC project. Brent 

VanDyke 

Any student which is in a teaching field should do observations for a few hours 

during each part of the year. Fairs, leadership contest, shop programs, judging state 

conference. This would give them some insight into what is required before leaving 

school. 
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Student teachers (particularly NM - traditional such as I was) need more time to 

learn judging contests. They also need detailed cumculum for record books. (NM is very 

short in these skills.) They need to be in the field more during judging season. More 

credits should be given for a longer student teaching block - less for classroom hours. 

CDE's are all equal importance depending of community needs a teacher 

understanding of contest, but should not replace classroom instmction as not all students 

enjoy or have extra time for CDE's. I require aU students to do some sort of SAE. The 

least which may be a "research project". Over an area of Agriculture and this becomes 

their homework grade. 

Need to teach teachers; 

1. School law 

2. Curriculum design 

3. Special Ed. law 

4. Grant writing 

5. Documentation of programs 

More time needs to be spent on how to handle classroom discipline and 

procedures. I would also like to see college students have the opportunity to learn about 

and practice the career development events. Learning to manage classroom time, lesson 

plans, grading papers, assignments, and discipline was the most overwhelming task my 

first year of leaching, and I was not prepared for any of it. 
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I appreeiaic the training I received at Texas Tech during 1994. The classes I took 

are helping me now to gel a program reestablished here at my school. You might talk 

more about the importance of fundraising and more ways of raising a lot of money. 

Many schools do not support the ag program with money for Career Development events 

so the Ag Teacher is left to do this. The FFA Alumni and students can be the big part of 

this, but Ag Teachers have to keep their fingers on the money. 

NMSU—More hands-on experience in all areas. 

School law 

Special Ed law 

Please send New Mexico Stale staff some clues to better educate teachers and 

students how FFA and Ag Ed can be an educational asset and set up some qualities of 

education for our rural state. 

None - NM Teacher... Only comment I do have - We are in the process of 

undergoing a critical evaluation of the Federal Civil Rights office. Please do emphasizes 

different teaching techniques and ESL/EDC type activities. 

I feel all of the items are of utmost importance - it depends on your area as to what 

you participate in. 

I'm glad to see that this is becoming a concern. I feel like most teachers need 

more training in contest areas and more help in SAE Projects. We need more inservice 

just for Ag. teachers. 
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